Powerful coil cleaning with the

Condenser Needle

®

Powerful coil cleaning from the inside out. Blast dirt,
debris and grime from condenser coils
without damaging sensitive fins with the
Condenser Needle® from SpeedClean®.
Designed to clean from the inside of the
coil, Condenser Needle comes with
everything you need to get started.

Simply attach to a standard water hose and deliver a
powerful 90° stream of water and chemical cleaner up to 3 gallons per minute. It also includes an adjustable
chemical injection hose for use with SpeedyFoam™,
an acid free, foaming coil cleaning solution that works
great. Now that’s smart.

Clean from the inside, out

All-access
90 o spray tip

from SpeedClean®

Spray up to
3 GPM

Connects to standard garden hose
Forces dirt and debris back in the direction it entered – a proven technique
for increasing coil cleaning and system efficiency
90° spray wand and 3 gallon per minute flow blasts dirt and grime, won’t
damage fins and virtually eliminates electrical tripping issues
Fits easily through the top of most condenser units, no more hassling to
remove the top of the unit
Includes heavy duty spray gun with garden hose connector, 3’ spray wand
and chemical injection tube

Condenser Needle from SpeedClean
Additional cleaning solutions

Features

CoilJet®:

For the most complete coil cleaning solution, consider adding
the CoilJet from SpeedClean. This all-in-one portable solution
cleans condenser and evaporator coils in hard to reach
places without the need for water hoses or electrical outlets.
The CoilJet® offers a powerful, battery powered coil cleaner
that can be used virtually anywhere.
Part No: CJ-125

SpeedyFoam®:

Safer, more effective and works great. Designed for use with
CoilJet and Condenser Needle, SpeedyFoam acid-free coil
cleaner delivers superior cleaning power without the harsh
effects that other caustic alkaline cleaners have.

Swivel handle
easily adjusts
direction of
water jet

Part No: SC-FCC-1

FlowJet™:

High flow, continuous cleaning. The FlowJet from SpeedClean
with chemical injection, makes quick work of cleaning debris
and grime from microchannel and thick condenser and
evaporator coils. Now deliver professional results in a compact,
portable solution.

Adjustable
chemical
injection

3' aluminum
wand

Part No: FLOWJET-60

BucketVac®:

New from SpeedClean, the BucketVac turns any standard
5 gallon bucket into a powerful, portable commercial grade
wet/dry vacuum. Easily switch between wet and dry, or add
extra capacity for a big job by snapping onto a new bucket.
Part No: BV-5
Visit www.speedclean.com for a complete list of accessories.

Specifications
Part Number:
Dimensions (H x W x D):
Weight:
Output Pressure:
General Warranty:

CN-03
48" x 3" x 3"
5 lbs
100 PSI at 3.3 GPM
1 Year

90° wand
creates
powerful
cleaning
spray to clean
coils from the
inside out
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